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● Medicaid claims differ from Commercial Claims

● Medicaid claims also differ from Medicaid claims (state by state)

● Let’s discuss a few things that all claims have in common, and then 
some of the Medicaid differences

Medicaid and Commercial Claims:  Differences



Ways that Medicaid and Commercial claims differ:

1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers

2) Corrected Claims

3) Claim Attachments

4) EPSDT Claims

Medicaid and Commercial Claims:  Differences



- Partner automatically generates an internal Claim ID when creating 
a new claim

- This Claim ID is included in both electronic and paper formats

- This Claim ID is also visible in programs like ‘oops’, ‘inscoar’...

1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers



- HIPAA requires clearinghouses/payers to include this Claim ID in 
any subsequent acknowledgements/responses

- Partner uses this returned Claim ID to map acknowledgements or 
denials back to the related charges (via ‘oops’)

- ‘autopip’ uses this returned Claim ID to automatically identify the 
related services, and to distribute benefits

1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers



- Clearinghouses assign their own Trace Number to electronic claims

- Payers may assign their own Trace Number to e-claims as well

- These additional Trace Numbers may help a clearinghouse/payer 
locate a particular claim in question

1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers



1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers



- Commercial ECS claims require a ‘CI’ Filing ID

- Medicaid ECS claims require an ‘MC’ Filing ID

- Filing IDs are defined in the Insurance Company table (ted)
- Your payer rep will have final say on which setting to use
- PCC EDI Team helps to manage these settings

- Paper claims do not include a Filing ID

1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers



1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers

Commercial Plan Medicaid Plan

Use ‘*’ to see drop down choices for these settings



1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers
- National Provider Identifier (NPI)

- Type I NPI  - assigned to Providers
- Type II NPI - assigned to Facilities
- NPPES Lookup Site (http://npiregistry.cms.hhs.gov)

    HCFA                ECS

Rendering Provider   Box 24J  Loop 2310B    “NM1*82”

Billing Provider   Box 33A  Loop 2010AA   “NM*85”

http://npiregistry.cms.hhs.gov


- Commercial plans expect a TAX ID number
- Medicaid plans expect a TAXONOMY number (NPPES Site)

1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers

      HCFA       Commercial         Medicaid

    Box 33B           Tax ID #        Taxonomy #

ECS claims automatically include both a Tax ID# and Taxonomy# for all payers.



- With Commercial plans, the patient is related to a subscriber
- Relation to bill payer: Child (notjane)
- Relation to subscriber: Child (policy)

- With Medicaid plans, the patient *is* the subscriber
- Relation to bill payer: Child (notjane)
- Relation to subscriber: Self (policy)

        NOTE: ‘preptags’ may generate an error about *either* setting being absent.
           Check both places when troubleshooting Medicaid claim issues!

1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers



1) Claim/Provider/Patient Identifiers

Patient Editor (notjane)

Insurance Policy Screen (policy)



Medicaid requires that corrected claims contain:

- Original Claim Reference Number
- Get this from the payor/portal

- Claim Delay Reason Code
- Use code ‘09’

Enter these values in ‘oops’, under ‘Visit Status’, on the very last page

2) Corrected Claims



2) Corrected Claims



Medicaid also requires a Claim Frequency Code

- Typically this gets sent as a ‘1’ (original claim)

- If Claim Delay Reason=09, then this gets sent as a ‘7’ (replacement claim)

- Paper HCFAs do not include this code

2) Corrected Claims



To attach supporting documentation to electronic claims:

- In ‘oops’, select the visit and press F5 ‘Visit Status’
- Page Down to the very last page
- Press F3 ‘Add Attachment’
- An ‘Attachment ID’ is automatically generated for this visit
- Select ‘Attachment Type’ and ‘Transmission Method’
- Transcribe the ‘Attachment ID’ to the supplemental materials
- Submit the claim and materials separately

3) Claim Attachments



3) Claim Attachments



Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment (EPSDT)

Generally speaking:

- Commercial plans do not differentiate these
- Medicaid plans often split  ‘Well (EPSDT)’  vs  ‘Sick Claims’

- Medicaid EPSDT claims (may/may not) allow you to charge for 
Immunizations as well as Vaccine Administration codes

4) EPSDT Claims



- Use of POS code ‘99’ tells Medicaid that this is an EPSDT visit

- There are better options are available, but many payers are still 
behind and so this is how many of them still determine EPSDT 
status.

4) EPSDT Claims



EPSDT Referral Codes

- Claim Referral Code (CRC)   - Claim Level

- EPSDT Procedure Indicator - Procedure Level

4) EPSDT Claims



Claim Referral Code (CRC)

- Is automatically included when the visit contains a screening code

- Defaults to ‘NU’ (Not Used)

- Can be overridden manually in ‘oops’

- Does not appear on paper HCFAs

4) EPSDT Claims



4) EPSDT Claims



EPSDT Procedure Indicator

- Indicates whether an individual procedure is an EPSDT service

- These indicators do appear on paper HCFAs

4) EPSDT Claims



Medicaid and Commercial Claims:  Differences

Thank You!


